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The Bocce Club of HCS Rules APRIL 2017 
Founded by Dan Russo in 1986 

 

I  THE COURT, EQUIPMENT & CLOTHING 

a. The Bocce courts (See page 7) are marked to indicate: 

- The Pallino Foul Line which is the closest line to each backboard. 

-The Rolling Foul Line which is the second line from each backboard 

- The Halfcourt Marker which is exactly midway between the backboards.  

b. The game of Bocce is played with 8 large (4.25” diameter) balls and one small ball 

called the Pallino. There are 4 red balls for one team and 4 green balls for the other. 

c. Proper sports shoes shall be worn. No spiked shoes or high heels are permitted. No 

bare feet are allowed. 

II SCORING AND STRATEGY 

The object of the game is to roll the large ball as close as possible to the Pallino. The Pallino serves as 

the target. As a matter of strategy, a player may elect to hit the Pallino farther away from the 

opponent’s ball or hit the opponent’s ball farther away from the Pallino. To position a ball closer to 

the Pallino or to knock the Pallino farther away from an opponent’s ball or to knock the opponent’s 

ball away from the Pallino, the player may roll their ball against a sideboard or backboard 

The first team to score 16 points is the winner. 

III TEAMS & MEMBERS 

All Club players must be residents of Holiday City South and paid up members of the Bocce 

Club of HCS. 

The officers of the club will assign players to the various teams. Only husbands and wives will 

be allowed to play together on the same team. Also anyone who can’t drive can form a 

couple with someone who drives. Everyone else will be assigned at random. Each team will 

be assigned a number. Each team should choose a name. 

While every team is usually composed of 6 players, only 4 are scheduled to play in any one 

game. Team captains will rotate the players, including themselves, so that all team members 

play an equal number of games, whenever possible. Captains will also attempt to rotate 

players so that an equal number of men and women are scheduled to play, whenever 

possible. The same 4 regular players may not play in more than 3 consecutive games for any specific 

team. It is mandatory that the captain obtain substitute(s) or they obtain new regular player(s).  

Every attempt should be made to play with 4 players on a team. Captains should initially try to use 4 

players from their own team. If that isn’t possible, a call to the Coordinator of Substitutes, the day 

before the game, will result in obtaining up to 2 substitutes. In the event of a personnel shortage 3 

players may constitute a team. Team captains must make every effort to have 4 of their regular team 

players for each game or, alternatively, with substitutes provided by the league. Substitutes must be 

available at least 2 days a week to play. If they refuse to play on 4 different days, when asked, they 
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will attend the season-end Gala Luncheon as a guest having to pay the differential between member 

and guest. 

After a game has begun if a player is unable to continue, a regular member of his/her team 

who was not scheduled to play that game may substitute without interruption. 

Players must notify their team captain, one day or more ahead of time, whenever they 

are unable to play. Any player that fails to show up for scheduled games 3 times in a season 

without giving such notification, can be removed from their team and the league for the rest of 

the season, at the request of the captain, with the final decision made by the officers. 

IV SCHEDULE & SEASON 

The league structure depends on the number of teams. In the past there were 3 

Divisions of 10 teams each and 4 divisions of 8 teams each. In the recent past there 

were 3 divisions of 8 teams each. Other schedules can be made depending on the 

number of teams. However, there MUST be an even number of teams. The regular 

season is 18 games from May to September. Each team plays only one day a week 

with the exception of any makeup games. 

The schedule showing days, dates, teams and divisions will be published prior to the 

season. Captains will notify team members of player assignments prior to start of 

season. 

V THE GAME ITSELF 

a. Start  

Teams must be at their assigned courts at the scheduled starting time.  

After 15 minutes if less than 3 players are present, that team will forfeit the game at the 

option of the opposing Captain.  If a team begins with 3 players, team members 

arriving late may fill in and complete the game. 

A coin toss between opposing captains will determine the color balls used by each 

team and who starts play. The winner of the coin toss chooses ball color and shoots 

first. No practice balls may be thrown during or after the coin toss 

At the start of the game, 2 players from each team (total of 4) in possession of 2 Bocce 

balls each shall be positioned at the starting end of the court. The remaining 4 players 

(2 from each team) shall be positioned at the opposite end of the court. No team can 

play with less than 3 players. If a team must play with 3 players, two are designated to 

be at the starting end and the other at the opposite end. As play continues. The 2 will 

rotate going to the opposite end. i.e. players A & B start at one end, while player C 

remains at the opposite end. When the frame ends, Player A goes to join player C and 

rolls 2 balls. After the frame ends, he/she returns to their own side. Next time the frame 

begins from player C’s side player B goes there to roll and then returns. 

Players of both teams may elect to roll their balls in any sequence, provided that the 

player who rolled the Pallino also delivers the first ball. The rotation may vary from 

frame to frame provided no player rolls no more than 2 balls in a frame. If a third ball is 

rolled by the same player, the opposing captain has the option to allow the frame to 

stand or replay the frame. This decision must be made at the point of the infraction, 
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before any more balls are thrown. In either case the offending team will have 2 points 

removed from their team score. If a player rolls out of turn and hits any ball or the 

Pallino, their ball must be removed from the court, the other balls must be returned to 

their approximate previous positions and the player loses a turn.   If a player rolls out 

of turn and does not hit another ball that ball will be removed from the court and that 

player will be entitled to throw in his turn with no penalty 

All players must release their ball from behind the Rolling Foul Line closest to them. 

Any part of a player’s foot on or beyond the rolling foul line will constitute a foul. 

The game starts with the first roll of the Pallino. The Pallino must come to rest between 

the Centerline and the Pallino Foul Line at the opposite end of the court and shall not 

be within one foot of either sideboard. The corner boards at the ends of the courts are 

not considered part of the backboards. If not rolled accordingly, a foul is committed 

and the opposing team rolls the Pallino. If they also foul, the Pallino is is placed on the 

Rolling Foul Line at the opposite end of the court, midway between the two 

sideboards. The first ball is then thrown by the player who first rolled the Pallino. The 

opposing team then rolls. If the Pallino and first ball are rolled in error, the balls are 

returned and the frame starts over.  

When a player is tossing the Pallino or their own ball, other players should be off the 

court.  Players must avoid disturbing or distracting players who are about toss or are 

in the process of tossing. 

 

b. The Play 

When one team gets the closest ball to the Pallino, the other team then rolls to try 

coming closer to the Pallino. This team continues to roll until they do have the closest 

ball or all their balls have been rolled. If both teams tie for the closest ball during a 

frame, the team that rolled last would continue to roll until the tie is broken. E.g.  Team 

A rolls and team B rolls. Team B’s ball is the same distance from the Pallino as team 

A’s ball. Team B would continue to try to get their ball closer to the Pallino. Captains or 

a selected team member can cross the centerline to measure balls. Other players need 

to remain at their respective end of the court. 

If at the end of a frame two opposing balls are the same distance apart (tied for the 

closest ball) no point is awarded and the Pallino returns to the team that started the 

frame. They will start the next frame. 

The frame ends when both teams have rolled all their balls and the next frame begins 

from the other end 

Points are given only to one team in a frame. Points are given for all balls of one team 

closer to the Pallino than the closest ball of the opposing team. 

If the wrong color ball is rolled by a player, it must be allowed to come to rest and then 

be replaced by the correct color ball. There is no penalty. 

If the Pallino is knocked out of the court during game play, the Pallino is dead and the 

frame is not counted. No points are awarded to to either team. If a ball is hit out of the 

court, that ball is dead, and not counted. All other balls remain in place 
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To help preserve the court, balls should be rolled and not thrown. 

c. Fouls               

-If any part of a player’s foot goes beyond the Rolling Foul Line it constitutes a foul. 

There is no penalty for the first time. If a player does it more than once, their ball is 

taken out of play each time. 

-If the Pallino (when thrown by a player) doesn’t come to rest between the the Center 

Line and the Pallino Foul Line at the opposite end of the court and not within one foot 

of either sideboard a foul is committed and the opposing team throws the Pallino.                                               

-If a third ball (of the correct color) is thrown by the same player in a frame he/she 

commits a foul. The opposing captain has the option to allow the frame to stand or 

replay the frame. The offending team will have 2 points removed from the team score. 

-If, at any time, the balls cannot be identified as a result of hitting or scattering, thus 

preventing the correction of an infraction, the frame is dead and must start over. 

All fouls or infractions must be called by the opposing Captain before the next ball is 

thrown. 

d. End of Game 

The first team to score 16 points is the winner and the game is terminated. This is 

providing the opposing team is “played out”. In other words, the frame must be 

finished. 

The winning team will report the win to the League Scorekeeper that day. 

Teams will return balls and equipment to the storage box at the end of each game. 

VI WEATHER & MAKEUP GAMES 

In the event of inclement weather forcing interruption once the game has started, the 

game shall be resumed at the point it was stopped, at a time agreed upon by both 

captains. Any other cancellation agreed upon by both captains must be rescheduled 

before the next game or within a two week period. 

Any scheduled game which is not played or completed on the scheduled day will 

automatically be rescheduled one week later at 10:15 am, by agreement of both 

captains. The captains may agree to play any day, preferably on a Friday within the 

two week period but not later. Make ups may not be held the week prior to the playoffs. 

The penalty for not rescheduling is a loss for both teams, unless it is the fault of one 

team or it’s captain. In that case the team at fault suffers the loss. 

VII PLAYOFFS          

A post season divisional playoff will match the division 1 winner against the division 2 winner. The 

division 3 winner will play the division 4 winner when there are four divisions. In the case where 

there are three divisions, the division winner with the best overall record will play the team with 

the best record of all non-division winners. The other two division winners will play each other. 

Those two winners will then meet in the championship game. However, if 2 or more teams tie for a 
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Division lead at the end of the season there shall be a one game playoff in the week prior to the 

regular playoffs. 

During the playoffs, only regular team players can be used. No subs. Neither team can 

play with 3 players. Other than illness or some other stated reason acceptable to the 

Bocce Club officers, all 6 regular players must participate in either the semi-finals or 

the championship game. Thus, when the team captain chooses the 4 players for the 

semi-finals and wins the game, the remaining 2 players must participate in the 

championship game. It is at the discretion of the team captain which players 

participate in either game. Captains must submit, in advance, a list of players for their 

playoff game and for the possible final playoff game .If a Team in the playoffs has only 

5 players available for whatever reason the opposing team will have the option of 

getting the advantage- choosing the ball color and tossing first 

VIII MISCELLANEOUS 

A schedule of games and player assignments shall be handed out by each captain to 

members of his/her team, two weeks prior to the start of the season. It is the 

responsibility of each captain to enforce rules. 

If necessary, official interpretation of all rules will be made by the President of the HCS 

Bocce Club. His/Her decision will be final. 

 

IX DEFINITIONS 

Advantage - The team throwing the Pallino is said to have "Pallino advantage or honors" 
because they get to place the pallino where they want it on the court and have a clear shot to 
place the first bocce ball. 

Backboards - The shorter court walls at each end of the court. Sometimes called backwalls. 

Banking  or Bankshot - Throwing the bocce ball such that it hits and bounces off the 
sideboards towards the Pallino. 

Bocce - ( phonetically - botcheh) ;  Bocce is the plural of Italian word 'boccia' that means 'ball'  

Captain - The person on a team designated to coach and make all team decisions during a game. 

Court - The rectangular playing area defined by a backboard at each end and two sideboards with a 
level and smooth playing surface. 

Foul - An act committed by a thrower that violates the game rules. A team/player is penalized as 
specified in the rules for committing a foul. 

Forfeit - The action taken against a team that does not have at least 3 players to start a game at the 
designated start time or refuses to complete a game for any reason. 
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Frame - The playing of all the bocce balls in one direction and the awarding of points. After points 
are awarded a new frame starts in the opposite direction. Frames are played until sufficient points 
are accumulated to win the game. A frame is sometimes called a Giro. 

Half Court Marker / Centerline  – A line marked on the sideboards/court surface exactly halfway 
between the two backboards. 

Hitting or Spock - A declared underhand bowling type hard throw directly at the balls on the court 
to purposely hit and move an opponent's ball or the Pallino. Sometimes called spocking, shooting, 
bombing, or raffa. 

Pallino Foul Lines – White Lines marked on the sideboards/court surface to define the 12 inch 
boundary for the initial Pallino throw. 

In Team - The team who has the closest bocce ball to the Pallino.  

Kiss - A term that describes the condition where the bocce ball is touching the pallino.  

Lagging or Pointing  - The underhand throwing action of a player to roll the bocce ball as close to 
the Pallino as possible to score points. Throwing styles vary from player to player. Pointing is 
sometimes called punto, or puntata. 

Live Ball - A live ball is a bocce ball legally in play on the surface of the court. 

No Point or Tie - This is when the closest ball of both teams are equidistant from the Pallino. The 
team delivering the last ball must throw again or if all balls have been played no points are 
awarded for that frame. 

Out Team - The team who does not have the closest bocce ball to the Pallino.    

Pallino  – pronunciation: pä-lean'-o     definition - noun: A small ball used as a target ball for 
throwing the bocce balls. Sometimes referred to as "Jack” or Pallina. 

Penalty - Action taken against a team or player for violating game rules. 

Rolling Foul Line -  The second foul line marked in red on the sideboards/court surface 6 feet 
from each backboard behind which the Pallino and bocce balls rolled for point must be released. 
Sometimes called the lagging, throwing, pitch, punto, or pointing foul line. 

Scoreboard - Numbers 1 through 16 arranged vertically on a board at the end of the court. There 
are holes next to each number for the red or green teams. A peg is inserted next to the number 
representing each team’s score. 

Sideboards - The longer court walls parallel to the direction of throwing. 

Spock or Hitting   - A declared underhand bowling type hard throw directly at the balls on the court 
to purposely hit and move an opponent's ball or the Pallino. Sometimes called spocking, shooting, 
bombing, or raffa. 
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Substitute - Extra players on the team or on the league roster that replace a regular player. 

Team - A team on the court has 4 players maximum and 3 players minimum with each player 
throwing 2 balls. A team may have one or more substitute (alternate) players on the team.  

Volo - A high (over 4 feet from the court surface) arcing throw of a bocce ball in the air beyond the 
center line of the court. Volo shooting in Court Bocce is not permitted because of safety 
considerations and to prevent damage to the courts. 

X  COURT DIAGRAM 

 

Final Note: 

The Summer and Fall Bocce Leagues are social leagues. We play for fun. Capisci?  While we strive to 

win, we will play with patience and respect for all players on the court. We do not condone 

impatience, cursing or any form of uncivilized conduct.     

 

All statements in italics are additions to these rules proposed by the Rules Committee 

in 2016 and approved by the Bocce Officers in 2017 

 

Rules and important info are posted on the www.hcsouth.org. Click on Clubs. 

 

 

 

VCL 4/4/16   rev 4/17                                                                       Bocce and Friends. The Fun Never Ends. 
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